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Does collective identity drive protest participation? A long line of research argues

that collective identity can explain why protesters do not free ride and how specific

movement strategies are chosen. Quantitative studies, however, are inconsistent

in defining and operationalizing collective identity, making it di�cult to understand

under what conditions and towhat extent collective identity explains participation.

In this paper, we clearly di�erentiate between interest and collective identity

to isolate the individual level signals of collective action. We argue that these

quantities have been conflated in previous research, causing over estimation of

the role of collective identity in protest behavior. Using a novel dataset of Twitter

users who participated in Black Lives Matter protests during the summer of 2020,

we find that contingent on participating in a protest, individuals have higher levels

of interest in BLM on the day of and the days following the protest. This e�ect

diminishes over time. There is little observed e�ect of participation on subsequent

collective identity. In addition, higher levels of interest in the protest increases an

individuals chance of participating in a protest, while levels of collective identity do

not have a significant e�ect. These findings suggest that collective identity plays a

weaker role in driving collective action than previously suggested. We claim that

this overestimation is a byproduct of the misidentification of interest as identity.

KEYWORDS
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1. Introduction

In the summer of 2020, protests erupted in the United States in reaction to the murders

of Breonna Taylor and George Floyd. Their deaths embodied the systematic racism Black

Americans experience in the United States. These protests sparked continued interest in the

Black Lives Matter movement’s demands for racial justice. Black Lives Matter (BLM) was

officially founded by Alicia Garza, Patrisse Cullors, and Opal Tometi as a Black-centered

political movement in 2013 in response to the acquittal of George Zimmerman in the

shooting of TrayvonMartin in 2012.1 While estimating the exact number of people involved

in the 2020 Black Lives Matter protests is difficult, they were likely the largest in American

history (Buchanan et al., 2020). According to a poll conducted by Gallup between June 23

and July 6, 2020, 11% of American adults said that they had “participated in a protest about

racial justice and inequality” in the past 30 days (Long and McCarthy, 2020), indicating a

1For more details on the on BLMmovement and racial inequality in the United States please refer to Bunyasi and Smith

(2019).
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greater level of expressed support than seen for previous BLM

protests. The Gallup data indicate that the racial justice and

equality protesters were significantly more diverse than previously,

with 18% of Black adults, 20% of Asian adults, 13% of Hispanic

adults, and 10% of White adults saying they participated (Olteanu

et al., 2015; Fisher, 2020). Formal theory predicts that collective

action on this scale should be extraordinarily difficult to organize

as it involves a collective good—achieving racial justice in the

United States (Olson, 1965). What factors explain the widespread

participation in the 2020 Black Lives Matter protests?

Past research posits two explanations to explain why individuals

participate in collective action like the 2020 BLM protests. One

is that individuals participate because they agree with protesters’

desired policy change; this paper calls such alignment “interest”.

In the context of the 2020 BLM protests, these interests could

be factors like eliminating racial injustice in the United States,

stopping policy brutality, or raising awareness about racial

discrimination. While early models of collective action suggest

interest should not drive participation because it does not affect

an individual’s benefit from protesting (Olson, 1965), subsequent

empirical work has found that interest alignment motivates protest

participation (Olsen, 1970; Finkel et al., 1989; Ostrom, 2000).

Another important mechanism thought to enable participation

in collective action at this scale is collective identity, the sense of

belonging individuals have to a broader community or institution

with a shared perception of group status and goals (Polletta

and Jasper, 2001). This group status can originate externally,

with outsiders grouping individuals together, such as organizers

or entrepreneurs using identities such race, ethnicity, religion,

gender, or partisanship as mobilization rubrics. Alternatively, this

understanding can originate internally, with individuals seeing that

there is a shared sense of purpose or shared ideology. Regardless, by

definition, collective identity requires that individuals accept status

as part of a group and feel a loyalty to enhancing the status of

the group as a whole (Turner-Zwinkels and van Zomeren, 2021).

By sustaining this sense of belonging and loyalty, working toward

the group’s goal becomes individually rational and free riding

diminishes (Conover, 1988; Chong et al., 2004). Importantly,

race in America provides a source of collective identity that has

motivated previous episodes of collective action (McClain et al.,

2009; Sanchez and Vargas, 2016).

This paper develops a formal model that generates three

hypotheses of how these signals of collective action should interact

with protest behavior. First, individuals with higher signal values

are more likely to protest. Second, individuals should have higher

signal values on the day they protest. Finally, going to a protest

should increase the signals’ value.

The paper also develops measures that distinguish between

collective identity and interest expressed in short online texts.

The most common method of operationalizing collective identity

is via common hashtag or shared imagery (Freelon et al., 2016;

Metzger et al., 2016; Driscoll and Steinert-Threlkeld, 2020). This

operationalization, however, approximates a quantity closer to

topic interest than to collective identity. In the online world, the

focus of this paper, we define interest as discussion of relevant

topics, while identity is the use of language signifying a sense of

belonging (for instance, increased use of plural pronouns such

as “we”, “us”, and “them”). Since choosing to identify with a

group gives important insights into the individual’s perception of

themselves as well as the group’s status (Shayo, 2009), this explicit

version of collective identity should have a stronger alignment with

protest participation than interest.

We test these hypotheses using a new panel dataset of 3,040

Twitter accounts of people likely to have joined BLM protests in

Los Angeles, Houston, or Chicago. We then use natural language

processing techniques, specifically a Reverse Joint Sentiment Topic

model, to analyze each of the accounts’ 3.8 million tweets from

the summer of 2020, generating separate measures of interest and

identity. An ordinary least squares model with day and individual

fixed effects is then used to help test the hypotheses derived from

the formal model. Results show that contingent on participating

in a protest, individuals have higher interest levels the day of and

the days following the protest, although this effect diminishes over

time. There is a similar pattern for identity, but it is on a smaller

scale and has lesser statistical significance. In addition, higher

interest in BLM-related topics increases an individual’s chance of

participating in a protest, while collective identity does not have a

significant effect. For individuals who protest at least once, interest

levels have a higher correlation with protesting than identity.

This article joins a growing body of work using digital trace

data to understandmobilization around the BLMmovement. Social

media data has been used to study public opinion about the Black

LivesMattermovement (Dunivin et al., 2022), to trace the subtopics

discussed (Ray et al., 2017; Crowder, 2020; Giorgi et al., 2022; Tong

et al., 2022), as well as to measure the initiation and dispersion

of support through social networks (Jackson and Foucault Welles,

2016; Crowder, 2021). These digital studies join a similarly growing

body of scholarship that uses offline data, primarily surveys, to

understand opinions toward and participation in the movement.

Some scholars examine co-ethnic mobilization in support of Black

Lives Matter using other pre-existing organizations (Arora and

Stout, 2019). Others have similarly used survey data to look

at how the protests might have affected public opinion toward

police violence (Reny and Newman, 2021; Shuman et al., 2022).

Other studies used administrative data to draw the connection

between protests and police violence (Williamson et al., 2018) and

ethnography to document how other social movements interact

with BLM (Petitjean and Talpin, 2022). As far as we are aware,

this paper is the first study to use social media data to study the

interaction of protests, collective identity, and interest.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces a model of

protests that generates expectations about collective identity and

interest. Section 3, describes the research design . Section 4 presents

results and Section 5 concludes with a discussion of implications.

2. Collective identity, interest, and
protest participation

2.1. The importance of collective identity
and interest

Researchers have long struggled to reconcile the reality

that large-scale collective action occurs against the theoretical

expectation that they should rarely arise since any individuals’

contribution to the public good is vanishingly small (Tilly,
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1977; Ostrom, 1990; Chong, 1991). This disconnect between

theory and reality has led to considerable theorizing about

incentives for individual involvement in collective action

(Tullock, 1971; Gerber et al., 2008). Instead, motivation can arise

from notions of morality, the emotions evoked by collective

participation, fear of judgement from the community or having a

collective identity (Miller et al., 1981; Johnston and Klandermans,

1995; Jasper, 1997; Stokes, 2003; Sanchez, 2006; Gause, 2022).

Two sources of motivation are particularly prominent:

collective identity and interest. Collective identity refers to

the extent an individual feels like they belong to a group.

It is one of the first concepts used to explain otherwise

irrational behavior (Fireman and Gamson, 1977; Teske, 1997).

A sense of collective identity provides a private benefit to

individuals for participating when they see themselves as part

of the group of individuals who would benefit from the policy

change a protest seeks. This benefit arises when an individual

internalizes the status of a group to which they feel linked

(Dawson Michael, 1994; Tate, 1994; McClain et al., 2009).

Interest refers to attention to a protest and agreement

with the protest’s policy goals. Awareness is a necessary

precondition to protesting: an individual must know that others

desire policy change and are actively working to realize that

change (Kurzman, 1996; Wouters, 2019). Awareness is particularly

important in the case of spontaneous protests, protests which

arise with minimal to no planning from activist organizations

(Pearlman, 2021). Just as spatial models of voting predict voters

will support a candidate closer to them in ideological space,

an individual is more likely to protest when the policy change

protesters seek is closer to their desired policy than the status quo

(Lohmann, 1994) .

In the United States, racial groups are a common source of

collective identity, and decades of research analyzes how they affect

political participation. Perhaps the earliest quantitative study is

Matthews and Prothro (1966). In particular, two survey questions

ascertain the closeness Black participants felt to their community

and find that increased closeness correlates with increased voting.

Subsequent work finds that higher levels of group consciousness

in Black Americans correlates with higher levels of participation

in collective action (Olsen, 1970; Verba and Nie, 1987). Since

political change in favor of minority groups requires interest from

members of the majority, much research also seeks to understand

how interest conditions involvement in collective action. Surveys

of college participants during the Freedom Summer of 1964, for

example, find ideological alignment and social embeddedness drive

participation (McAdam, 1986). More recently, lab experiments

show how the identity of protesters affects support for a protest,

with particular focus on America’s Black Lives Matter protests

(Bonilla and Tillery, 2020; Mitts et al., 2022). Just as during the

civil rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s, the rise of the Black

Lives Matter movement has led to a surge in interest around police

brutality and racial inequality (Freelon et al., 2016; Tillery, 2019).

Protesting due to collective identity means one has internalized

the costs and benefits of the group with which one identifies.

Interest means that one is motivated to participate even if one’s

identity is not concordant with a group that is protesting. For

example, an individual who has experienced racist treatment may

have participated in the 2020 BLM protests from a sense of

identification with the larger collectivity that has similarly suffered.

Interest drives the individual who is motivated to rectify those

injustices regardless of whether they identify as part of the suffering

group.

Given these previous findings, collective identity and interest

should positively correlate with protest participation. Moreover,

since the extent to which they do is likely to vary by factors

such as communication technology available, the prevalence of

movement organizations to organize protest, the type and intensity

of repression a government uses, or the dynamics of protests

in nearby places, neither source of motivation should strictly

dominate the other. Because of the similar effects of collective

identity and interest, the rest of this section refers to the two as

signals.

2.2. The model

The following model assumes there are individuals i ∈ {1, ..., I}

and days t ∈ T . In addition, for each individual-day pair we have a

collective action signal value y∗it ∈ (0, 1) for which higher values

imply a stronger signal value. This signal could be interest or

collective identity. Finally, we also have an indicator on whether

or not individual i protests on day t represented by xi,t .

For the original turnout game, we assume that individuals

contribute to a public good, such as protesting, when their net

utility is non-negative. If a threshold (q) is met then everyone

receives the public good (a policy change resulting from a large

enough protest), if not, no one does. For the most basic model,

we assume that everyone has the same cost (c) of protesting and

benefit (β) from the subsequent policy change if enough individuals

protest ( ). The utility for protesting is thus:

ui(xi) = β ∑

i xi≥q − cxi. (1)

In this case, since everyone is identical, we look for symmetric

equilibria. The symmetric equilibria are mixed strategy responses,

that is everyone has a probability p of protesting. For a mixed

strategy, we need the payoff for protesting to be the same as not

protesting. Thus, we have that the cost to protesting must equal

the benefit times the probability that the individual is pivotal.

Generally, the probability of being pivotal is so small that the benefit

must be massive or the cost minuscule.

In our version of the game, individuals have a private individual

benefit (y∗it) from the act of protesting at time t. This private

individual level benefit is correlated with their personal signal

(either from collective identity or interest). Addition of private

signals in this way is taken from the global games literature which

studies games in which actions are influenced by the uncertain

actions of others (Bueno De Mesquita, 2010; Shadmehr and

Bernhardt, 2011; Little, 2016). In that case, each individual’s utility

function can be rewritten as

uit(xit) = β ∑

j xjt≥q − cxi + y∗i xi
︸ ︷︷ ︸

cixi

. (2)
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For the sake of simplicity, we assume that y∗it is normally

distributed, however for any known distribution the proof

continues in the same manner. Given a cutoff strategy, such that

individuals protest if their individual cost is less than some value

k∗, then we can solve for this cutoff by solving the equation:

(
n

q− 1

)

8(k∗)q−1(1− 8(k∗)n−q+1β = k∗. (3)

In reality, however, the observed measures are noisy signals for

identity and interest, so the value is instead

yit = y∗it + yt + ǫit (4)

where yt is a daily fixed effect and ǫit is the normally distributed,

daily noise given the individual. With this information, we have the

probability that the true value is greater than the cutoff increases

with the measured value. This probability leads to the first

hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Individuals who have higher signal values are

more likely to participate in protest.

P(xi,t = 1|x, yi,t−1) ≥ P(xi,t = 1|x, y′i,t−1) ⇐⇒ yi,t−1 ≥ y′i,t−1

(5)

Two more hypotheses explain how these signals should

operate on the day of a protest and subsequent days. These

hypotheses follow fromhomophily in social networks (Hegselmann

and Krause, 2002; Siegel, 2009). Given some network I which

represents the contacts of individual i, we have that

yit =
1

|I|

∑

j∈I

yjt . (6)

Since protesting reinforces identity and interest through

interactions with other like-minded individuals (Madestam et al.,

2013), it should increase signal production. On the day of a

protest, protesting individuals should exhibit higher than usual

signal values. Formally:

Hypothesis 2 (H2). The act of protesting increases the expected

levels of collective action signals observed during that day

compared to the non-protesting expectation.

E[yi,t|xi,t = 0]<E[yi,t|xi,t = 1] (7)

After a protest, signal production should remain elevated. This

expectation arises because new connections created by protesting

will have higher levels of signals. As a result, given new connections

Ĩ who, on average have higher signal values, the average signal

value of an individual’s connections will increase. Thus overall

signal production about the protest will increase.

y′it =
1

|I| + |Ĩ|

(
∑

j∈I

yjt +
∑

j∈Ĩ

yjt

)

≥
1

|I| + |Ĩ|

(
∑

j∈I

yjt +
I

Ĩ

∑

j∈I

yjt

)

=
1

|I|

∑

j∈I

yjt

= yit .

Hypothesis 3 (H3). The act of protesting increases the expected

levels of the signals of collective action observed for the days

following the protest action compared to the non-protesting

expectation.

E[yi,t+j|xi,t = 1]>E[yi,t+j|xi,t = 0], ∀j ∈ {1, ...N} (8)

3. Research design

The expectations about collective identity and interest are

tested using the 2020 Black Lives Matter Protests in the United

States of America. These events are chosen because of the

simultaneous importance of collective identity (race) and interest to

the protests. The protests are also the largest to have ever occurred

in the United States, with over 7,750 in 2,440 locations in every

state (Raleigh et al., 2010; Putnam et al., 2020).

Geolocated social media data provide the foundation for

analyzing collective identity and interest. First, we select three

cities for analysis and find Twitter users we classify as protesters.

These accounts are classified as protesters if they were likely at

protests in their city based on keywords and location provided

from Twitter. We say an individual participated in a particular

protest if they are found using this process. We then collected the

entire Twitter timeline for each of these protesters for the summer

of 2020. In order to measure both signals , we estimated a Reverse

Joint Sentiment Topic (RJST) model, a weakly supervised natural

language processing model. Finally, we use the results from the

RJST model to test the hypotheses. The next subsections explain

each step in detail .

3.1. Data collection

We choose to analyze the BLM movements in Los Angeles,

Chicago, and Houston. Cities were not chosen for geographic or

political reasons, as we do not expect the role of identity to vary

based on the location or median preferences of a city. Instead, we

chose to focus on three of America’s four largest cities because they

account for a significant number of protests and participants during

the period of this study.2 ,3

Having determined locations to analyze, the next decision

involved data collection. Social media was chosen over participant

2 New York City is excluded because the amount of data would have

introduced significant data storage issues and computational complexities.

3 According to the CrowdCounting Consortium, these citiesmake up 14%

of the protesters and 2% of the protests . Houston made up 9% of the people

but only 0.2% of the protests while Los Angeles and Chicago were both about

2% and 1% for protesters and protests , respectively.
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observation or surveys because they give researchers the ability

to observe individuals before, during, and after treatment across

disparate locations at much lower cost than in-person studies and

do not require researcher foreknowledge of an event. Surveys face

difficulties that arise from the spontaneity of these events; they are

often not known far enough in advance for a research group to pull

together a proposal and get the funding and individuals in place to

create an effective survey. In addition, people at a protest are often

uninterested in responding to a long list of questions when they are

focused on their bigger goal. Finally, it is difficult to sample research

subjects for surveys conducted at a protest location in a way that

produces a scientifically representative sample.4

These issues in the collection of data can easily lead to biased

responses (Westwood et al., 2022). Additionally, survey methods

are unable to dynamically track these values over time (Chenoweth

et al., 2022). Even in the case of panel data, researchers have at most

two or three points for each individual over time.Most importantly,

perhaps, is that they rarely have information on the individuals

before the first protest and are thus unable to compare how the

protest affected them and whether those effects endure. These

shortcomings make real time and in-person data collection almost

impossible, especially for large scale protests.

By using social media data, we are able to retroactively access

the conversations of protesters before they protest, providing a

baseline for their activities prior and subsequent to their action. In

addition, the nature of the 2020 BLM protests means that we were

able to obtain data from a series of protests from the same locations

and with the same basic subject matter but over a varying period of

time. A major benefit of collecting time series cross section (TSCS)

data is the ability to factor out day-specific effects. Finally, there

has been significant research connecting the use of social media

with protest behavior (Valenzuela, 2013) making it an appropriate

venue for this work. Overall, since the generation of social media

data occurs outside of the purview of researchers, these sources of

bias are reduced.

From the universe of social media platforms, Twitter is best

suited for this research. It is widely and frequently used (Duggan

and Smith, 2013). In addition, it is used both to coordinate

political activities and to discuss everyday events, providing a

holistic picture of individuals (Boyd et al., 2010). Twitter has also

emerged as a primary tool used by social movement organizers

to engage individuals in collective action (Clark-Parsons, 2022).

Importantly for this study, while only 13.5 percent of the United

States population is Black, they make up 25 percent of users on

Twitter (Brock, 2012), which allows us to more heavily weigh the

population for whom this movement is most likely to be salient.

In addition, there has already been substantial research using

Twitter use to study the BLM movement (Cox, 2017; Ince et al.,

2017; Freelon et al., 2018) which provide references to compare

our results with. Researchers have also used Twitter to study

protests across the globe, in autocracies and democracies (Burns

and Eltham, 2009; Rahimi, 2011; Steinert-Threlkeld, 2017; Larson

et al., 2019), for the study of the Black Lives Matter movement in

the United States (Ray et al., 2017; Hsiao, 2021), and for the study

4 Twitter is a biased sample of Americans (Mitchell et al., 2021), so this

paper’s results are most applicable for the subset of Americans on Twitter.

of feminist social movements like MeToo (Clark-Parsons, 2022).

Finally, Twitter was easily accessible via two APIs.5

There are, however, concerns about measuring collective

identity using social media data. The nature of the data means that

we do not have access to relevant sociodemographic information

which would ideally be used in determining collective identity

strength. In addition, an account must have geotagged at least one

tweet from one of the study’s three cities to be included, so findings

are most applicable to other Twitter users who geotag their tweets.

Some existing research finds that users with geotagged tweets are

statistically different than those who do not (Karami et al., 2021),

but work which analyzes protest finds no difference between those

who geotag and those who do not (Steinert-Threlkeld et al., 2022).

Finally, it is worth noting that in this case we select on the

dependent variable: only individuals who protest at least once are

in this dataset. Future work should include a baseline of non-

protesters as well, though for this paper this selection is not

problematic since we are specifically concerned about the signals

for people who protest.

This paper operationalizes a protester as anyone who uses

keywords related to the Black Lives Matter movement from

Los Angeles, Houston, or Chicago during a subsample of

those cities’ summer 2020 protests. Selecting on keywords

generates accurate estimates of the number of people who

protest (Sobolev et al., 2020). Table 1 provides a sample of tweets

associated with protesters. 6

These tweets and the associated users were found using the

Version 2 Twitter API and the Python package TwitterAPI.7 ,8

These tools allow us to enter a time period, location bounding box

around the protest city, and keywords to search for and return the

desired information for all tweets that meet the criteria. For this

project, we requested the author ID, time the tweet was written,

geolocation information (which can be in the form of coordinates, a

bounding box, or a city name), public metrics (likes, retweets, etc.),

entities (hashtags, mentions, symbols, and URLs), and the tweet

text. We choose protests listed in the Crowd Counting Consortium

(Chenoweth and Pressman, 2017). From Los Angeles, we choose

14 protests from which we draw 2,348 protesters, from Houston we

have 273 protesters from 8 protests , and from Chicago we have 391

protesters from 24 protests (see Supplementary Tables 1.2–1.4).

Next, we downloaded all available tweets from each protester

from May 20th 2020 until October 1st 2020 using the package

gatherTweet (Kann et al., 2023). 9 We again used the Version 2

5 Past tense is used here because Twitter has become much less generous

with sharing data since Elon Musk became its owner.

6 While we refer to each Twitter account as an individual , it is possible an

account is actually for an organization. The di�erentiation between individual

and organization is beyond the scope of this project.

7 https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api

8 https://github.com/geduldig/TwitterAPI

9 The data was collected roughly a year after the protests occurred, in

that time if people delete their tweets or accounts the tweets will not show

up in our dataset. In addition, some accounts are set to private. Those

tweets and accounts will also not show up in our set . We are aware

of no research quantifying this decay rate, but studies using Twitter and

Facebook in China, Colombia, and Uganda have found no di�erences in
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TABLE 1 Example tweets.

City Date Text

Los Angeles 05-28 We’re posted on hill and 2nd street downtown Los

Angeles #GeorgeFloyd #BlackLivesMatters

#ICantBreathe

Los Angeles 05-28 Over 100 protesters facing down cops in the 2nd st

tunnel #downtownLA #losangeles #protest

#GeorgeFloyd

Los Angeles 06-06 #BlackLivesMatter protests all around Santa Monica

yesterday including a march from the Venice pier to the

Santa Monica pier, a paddle out of surfers, and a protest

in front of city hall for #GeorgeFloyd (not my photos)

Chicago 05-29 They never cared... they never will... this is America

#LandOfTheFree #GeorgeFloyd #Minnesota

#PoliceBrutality Chicago, Illinois

Chicago 05-29 Take a walk with us tomorrow virtually or in person

(we do have one or two places available for those of you

ready to venture out) deep listening in the

neighborhood olivagallery vankanegan I’ll be streaming

live...

Chicago 09-24 A couple hundred people are gathered in Chicago’s

Palmer Square Park to demand justice for Breonna

Taylor. Small groups are talking among themselves.

Houston 05-29 Thousands of people here. Eerily quiet as people stream

toward City Hall. People are angry, as we should be.

Peaceful so far. #blacklivesmatter #georgefloyd

Houston City Hall

Houston 05-30 Before the arrests tonight in Houston Chief Art

Acevedo was right in the middle of #GeorgeFloyd

demonstrators saying its about holding bad cops

accountable

Houston 06-02 Discovery Green is filling up and numbers are expected

to be in the thousands We joined because every voice

for justice counts We wanted to add ours physically and

verbally #georgefloyd #racialjustice #Discovery

Twitter API and TwitterAPI to pull the entire timeline for all of

these accounts. These tweets provide the conversations of all the

selected individuals from five days before the murder of George

Floyd through the end of the summer. Figure 1 shows the number

of tweets we collected on each day from each city. While there

are significantly more tweets from Los Angeles than the other

two cities—a result of larger protests in Los Angeles than the

other two cities—when we look at the distribution of tweets they

follow similar patterns. These approximate similarities between

the cities provides preliminary support for the assumption that

we can pool the protests from the three cities in our analysis.

Supplementary Tables 1.2–1.4 show summary statistics for the

protests.

Each protester’s tweet history is then combined into a single

dataset which is used for subsequent analysis. The collective

identity and interest estimates, explained starting in Section 3.3, are

then assigned to each tweet.

results when comparing this paper’s method to data collected in real time

(Morales, 2021; Boxell and Steinert-Threlkeld, 2022; Chang et al., 2022).

3.2. Ethical considerations

The collection and analysis of the data was reviewed and

approved by the Institutional Review Board at the California

Institute of Technology. In this study, we did not ask Twitter

users for permission to observe their Twitter history or use this

data in our analysis. This approach is consistent with other work

using similar social media data. By joining Twitter and using a

public account, individuals accept the Twitter terms of use that

specifically state that their content is public information. There is

an additional concern, however, that use of Twitter data in research

or publishing tweets with identifying information could put users

at risk. Though public tweets are available to anyone by definition,

users may expect that their public tweets will remain within their

individual social sphere. Thus, if researchers expose the views of

vulnerable individuals in their research, it could lead to harassment

or retaliation. This concern is particularly acute when the topic is

polarizing and contentious or the individuals in question belong

to a group that has a history of suffering exploitation. A final

concern comes from using the geolocation information provided.

Users choose howmuch of their location to share, a setting that can

be changed for each tweet individually or for the account as a whole,

but they may not realize others see location information.

This study uses four strategies to mitigate these risks. First,

the social media data collected is analyzed and presented at the

aggregate level—we do not present nor publish individual tweets

along with identifying information. Second, we do not attempt to

discover the true identities of the users. Thirdly, upon publication

we will share only the tweet identification numbers, consistent with

the terms of academic use of these data. Finally, location is only

used for city assignment. We do not use higher resolution spatial

information and do not request geolocation information when

downloading each protester’s previous tweets.

3.3. Reverse joint sentiment topic analysis

This paper’s raw data is 3,810,307 tweets. In order to test the

hypotheses, we need to find a way of reducing the dimensionality

of our text data. We do this by classifying the tweets as belonging

to certain clusters. Specifically, we use a Reverse Joint Sentiment

Topic Model (RJST) as presented in Lin et al. (2011) to define

each tweet by a lower dimension topic and sentiment. RJST works

by finding clusters of words that are used frequently together in

order to define groupings. RJST, while based on a Latent Dirichlet

Allocation (LDA) model, includes a second latent layer that allows

us to account for additional structure that the simple LDA model

may overlook. A detailed discussion of RJST, our results, and the

diagnostics regarding topic selection and validation can be found

in Supplementary Section 2.1.

The final model used generates 5 topics and 3 sentiments for

a total of 15 groupings. Table 2 shows the list of author-generated

labels for each group. For each tweet, there is a probability measure

θ which represents the proportion of the tweet belonging to each

topic. Within each document and topic, there is a probability

measure π which represents the distribution of sentiment within

each topic in the document. Thus, by multiplying the probability
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FIGURE 1

Overview of tweets collected for the summer of 2020. The top panel shows the total tweets collected, the middle panel shows the percent of tweets

for each state collected on a date and the bottom panel shows the Google Trends data for the keyword “BLM” in the country as a whole as well as

vertical lines for protests which were investigated in this paper. The grey area represents the time before the murder of George Floyd.

measures we are able to get a value for how much of each tweet is

in each topic sentiment pair (for instance θ1π12 is how much the

tweet is in Topic1Sentiment2). These values will be important for

analyzing the content of the tweets going forward. In addition, we

label the four senTopics which begin with “BLM” as the relevant

topics for the analysis; these topics will form the foundation for

our analysis.

The validity of these labels is tested in multiple ways, the details

of which are presented in Supplementary Section 2.4. First, is the

distribution of the topics over time: the topics labeled as related to

BLM clearly follow the same pattern as the Google Trend data on

the topic. Supplementary Figure 2.3 shows this concordance. Next,

we look at the percent related to BLM the tweets are which were

found using keyword and location information and compare it to

the distribution of those in the individuals timelines in general. The

results, seen in Supplementary Figure 2.4 show that those tweets we

know are related to BLM score high while the overall tweets are

distributed much lower. Finally, we took a sample of 800 tweets and

had four individuals rate the percent they believe the tweet is related

to BLM, the results can bee seen in the Supplementary Figure 2.5.

The correlation between the RJST result and the average hand

labeling is 80%. Overall, these three tests lead us to be confident

in the RJST model accurately labeling the relevance of tweets to the

BLMmovement.
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TABLE 2 Author generated labels for RJST topics.

BLM Label

Yes BLM George Floyd/Breonna Taylor

Yes BLM General

Yes BLM City News

Yes BLM Police Violence

Public Programs

Vote General

Pop Culture

Media

Covid Believers/Wear Masks

Political Confrontation

Sadness/Nostalgia

Music

2020 Presidential Election

Family

Anger/Frustration

3.4. Operationalizing the hypotheses

3.4.1. Measurement
Every tweet for every individual is given an interest and

collective identity score. Given that on day t individual i tweets

N times, for each n ∈ {1, ...,N}, there is a topic distribution

θn,t,i ∈ R5 and a sentiment distribution for each topic in each tweet

πn,t,i,ℓ ∈ R3. In order to get the senTopic distribution, we multiply

the sentiment distribution by the corresponding element in the

topic distribution. These tweet-level measures are then aggregated

to estimate the individuals’ daily interest and collective identity

scores.

In order to calculate the interest score for each individual on

each day we first calculate tweet-level interest scores. For each

tweet, we take the mean of the sums of the senTopic distributions

multiplied by a BLM indicator:

yinteresti,t,n =

5
∑

ℓ=1

3
∑

k=1

θn,t,i(ℓ)πn,t,i,ℓ(k)δℓ,k. (9)

This calculation estimates the percentage of the tweet discussing

BLM. Specifically, for our data we have that δℓ,k = 1 for the pairs

(1, 1), (1, 2), (4, 2), (4, 3) and is zero for the rest. This suggests that

these four senTopics indicate discussion of BLM while the rest are

unrelated. The score for each tweet in our data set is the sum of the

BLM scores:

yinteresti,t,n = θ(1)π1(1)+ θ(1)π1(2)+ θ(4)π4(2)+ θ(4)π4(3) (10)

In order to get the daily score, we take the average score for the

day:

TABLE 3 Example calculations: tweets from the same account.

Tweet Id Tweet text

1 Thousands of people here. Eerily quiet as people stream

toward City Hall. People are angry, as we should be. Peaceful

so far. #blacklivesmatter #georgefloyd @ Houston City Hall

2 Philly police chief to the 57 Buffalo police officers who

resigned in protest over the two officers who are now going

to be criminally charged for shoving a man to the ground

and then ignoring his injury: “BYE”.

3 Hi Houston, please listen to this doctor in charge of a

COVID-19 unit tell us what is happening and masks and

reopening schools is deadly. Houston Hospital Struggles To

Manage Surge Of COVID-19 Cases

yinteresti,t =
1

N

N
∑

n=1

yinteresti,t,n .

This value represents how much of an individual’s daily Twitter

production is devoted to discussion of BLM—their daily interest.

In order to find individuals’ collective identity scores, we

look at the levels of explicit group belonging in the topic-related

tweets and call this variable y
identity
i,t . This value is found by first

categorizing the percent of the pronouns in each tweet that are

plural, cn,t,i ∈ (0, 1). This tweet level value is a representation of how

closely an individual identifies with the subject matter of the tweet.

We then take the weighted average, using the interest score over

the tweets for each day, to observe to what extent the individual

discusses the topic of the protests as part of the group rather

than as the individual. Weighting by interest score is necessary

to capture identity relevant to the BLM protests as opposed to

other manifestations of collective identity, i.e., a tweets such as “We

are sad the NBA playoffs have been canceled” expresses collective

identity but is not about the protests and therefore receives a score

of 0 for collective identity. Equation (11) shows this calculation.

ysi,t =

∑

n cn,t,iy
interest
i,t,n

Nyinteresti,t

(11)

For each tweet in the dataset, we label individuals as having

protested for those days in which their tweets are originally

collected. For all other protests, we mark the individuals as not

protesting. This binary variable is the most straightforward we use.

Supplementary Tables 1.2–1.4 show the protest dates, the number

of protests drawn, and the estimated size of each protest.

These daily scores are our values of interest as we proceed.

3.4.2. Example tweet calculations
In order to clarify the process above, we now show how the

values are calculated for three tweets in our data. Table 3 shows

these tweets.

Reading these tweets, it is clear that tweets 1 and 2 are related

to Black Lives Matter while tweet 3 discusses COVID-19. We
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therefore expect 1 and 2 to be high on the interest score and 3 to

be low. Tweet 1 should also score high on collective identity—the

user is identifying with the group claiming, “People are angry, as

we should be” (emphasis added). On the other hand, Tweet 2 is

more observational, so it should score lower for collective identity.

Finally, tweet 3 is not related to BLM, but there is a high level

of collective identity with respect to being a Houstonian. Ideally,

the algorithm should down weight this tweet after applying the

weighting.

The RJST model outputs the percent that each tweet falls into

each topic and within each topic, and each sentiment. Table 4

shows the scores for each of the three example tweets. The BLM

related sentiment topic pairs are bolded. From looking at the

distributions, we can see that Tweet 1 is related to the city news

category while Tweet 2 is related to the George Floyd/Breonna

Taylor topic as well as the police violence one. Tweet 3 is almost

entirely related to Covid. These characterizations are sensible when

looking at the content of the tweets and these examples give

confidence in the reliability of the topic modeling. Summing the

distributions in the BLM labeled topics provides the tweet level

interest value (yitn). The tweet level identity scores are also as

expected—tweets 1 and 3 are high while tweet 2 is low.

Assuming these three tweets came from a single day, and they

were the user’s only tweets for the day, the daily interest and identity

scores are calculated as:

yinterestit =
1

N

∑

N

yitn =
1

3
(0.976+ 0.981+ 0.006) = 0.654 (12)

y
identity
it =

∑

N citnyitn
∑

N yitn
=

1 ∗ 0.976+ 0 ∗ 0.981+ 1 ∗ 0.006

0.976+ 0.981+ 0.006

= 0.500. (13)

Both of these scores make sense when looking at the three

tweets chosen. About 2/3 of the tweets are clearly related to BLM.

In addition, of the tweets that are related to BLM, TweetID 1 has

what would be considered a strong collective identity score while

the other is weak. The identity values of non-BLM related tweets

should barely come into play.

3.4.3. Testing the hypotheses
How these account signal values—yinteresti,t and ysi,t—correlate

with protest attendance provides the test for the paper’s three

hypotheses.

To test Hypothesis 1, we create a prediction of whether an

individual protests based on their signal values. A logit model with

day and individual fixed effects provides this prediction. First, we

segment the data to only include days in which protests occurred—

this is to prevent null results on the days in which protests do not

occur. We then run the model solving for:

Pr(xi,t = 1) ∝ 8(ηi + βt + α0 + α1y
interest
i,t + α2y

identity
i,t ). (14)

The value and significance of α1 and α2 indicate the effect of the

levels of these signals on protesting.

For Hypotheses 2 and 3, we run a time and individual fixed

effect OLS model with indicators for the relative date of the tweet

compared to a protest event the individual participated in if the

relative date is between –4 and 4 days inclusive. Thus, given that

an individual protests at time τ we are solving for:

y
interest(s)
i,t = α0+α1δt=τ−2 + α2δt=τ−1 + α3δt=τ + α4δt=τ+1+

α5δt=τ+2 + ηi + βt + ǫi,t . (15)

The values for α1−5 represent the change in signal value if the

individual protests at relative time 0 compared to the counterfactual

that they did not protest. Statistically significant positive values for

α4 will provide evidence in support of Hypothesis 2. If α3 is positive

and statistically significant, this provides evidence in support of

Hypothesis 3.

4. Results

Interest strongly supports all three hypotheses. In addition,

collective identity supports hypotheses 1 and 2, although the

magnitude of the results are smaller. In order to verify that any

significant result is not spurious, we also create two placebo

tests by setting the protest day to 10 days prior and subsequent

to the actual protest. Table 5 shows the OLS results, while the

Supplementary Tables 3.2–3.5 show placebo tests.

Analysis of both signals support Hypothesis 1. In Table 6, the

average partial effects are displayed for the logit model using both

identity and interest as well as the two independently. City fixed

effects are included in the table due to their significance. There were

no additional significant terms when interactions were included.

The model was also evaluated using a truncated version of the

model—only using individuals who tweeted during a significant

number of protests—but this truncation did not change the results.

The combined model shows that changing an individual’s interest

from 0 to 1 causes a 9% increase in the probability that they protest,

while changing the identity score from 0 to 1 has a 1.4% increase in

the probability of protesting.

In the regression with interest as the dependent variable,

where interest is what percent of an individual’s daily tweets

are in the topics labeled as about the BLM movement, we

see significant positive results the day before, day of, and 2

days after the protest. Following this, the results are not

statistically significant. In addition, the F statistic is significant

at the 0.01 level, indicating a good fit of the model. This

result suggests that individuals spend about 1.4% more of

their Twitter time discussing BLM the day before they protest

than they would if they were not going to protest. On the

day of a protest, their interest level is on average 6.7% more

relevant than it would be otherwise (supporting Hypothesis 2

for interest) and 10% more relevant the day after (supporting

Hypothesis 3). By 2 days after, there is still an increase (3.4%),

but the interest level is returning back to non-protesting levels.

While we see that in the location-pooled model there is a

sustained increase 3 and 4 days after the protest, when including

interaction terms for protest location, this result varied by location.

Supplementary Section 3.2 shows the significant results for the fully
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TABLE 4 Example calculations: RJST output and results.

Tweet Id
George Floyd/
Breonna Taylor

θ1π11

Vote
General
θ2π21

Covid
θ3π31

Music
θ4π41

2020 Pres
Elec
θ5π51

1 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002

2 0.651 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002

3 0.001 0.001 0.980 0.001 0.001

Tweet Id
BLM
θ1π12

Pop
Culture
θ2π22

Political
Confrontation

θ3π32

BLM City
News
θ4π42

Family
θ5π52

1 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.969 0.002

2 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002

3 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

Tweet Id
Public

Programs
θ1π13

Media
θ2π23

Sadness
Nostalgia

θ3π33

Police
Violence

θ4π43

Anger
Frustration

θ5π53

1 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002

2 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.326 0.002

3 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

Tweet Id
Identity

citn

Interest
yitn

Interest

yinterestit

Identity

y
identity
it

1 1.000 0.976

0.654 0.5002 0.000 0.981

3 1.000 0.006

The bolded values are those that are categorized as part of the BLM discussion. The Identity and Interest columns are calculated at the individual tweet level (c and yitn) as well as at the account

level for the day (yinterestit and y
identity
it ).

interacted model. As the average amount the sample talks about

BLM in the time period ranges from about 20-60%, we view

these results as substantially significant in addition to statistically

significant.

In addition to the interest-level dynamics related to the

hypotheses, it is interesting to note that before protesting, interest

levels have a small increase. On the day of the protest, interest

levels increase substantially. This trend continues through the day

after the protest, after which the results begin to dissipate. When

the same test is ran for a placebo protest date 10 days before the

real protest, none of the results are significant. When the test is

run around relative day 10 there are still some slight increases

on days 8 and 9 (1.4% and 1.3% , respectively), but these values

are only significant at the 0.1 level. Overall, the results combined

with the placebo test supports both Hypotheses 2 and 3 for the

interest signal.

For collective identity, there is a 1.6% increase of it the day

of protests. This result is significant at the 0.05 level. While

this increase is approximately 1
4 that of interest, the placebo test

produces null results. There are no significant results for the rest of

the protest-relative days. In Figure 2, we plot the coefficient values

around the date of protest and report the 95% confidence interval.

5. Discussion

This paper contributes to the collective action literature by

distinguishing between collective identity and interest as similar

but separate motivations for individuals deciding whether or not

to protest. An individual may protest because part of their identity

is aligned with a larger collective, such as an occupational or

racial group, and this alignment increases the perceived private

benefit of protesting. An individual may also protest when their

interests are closer to the policy change toward which protesters

push. This distinction is especially important for studies using

digital trace data since collective identity has been operationalized

with hashtags or images. This paper develops and applies a weakly

supervised topic model to to 3.8 million tweets from Black Lives

Matter protesters in Los Angeles, Chicago, and Houston, allowing

for the decomposition of individuals’ motivations into collective

identity and interest components. A series of regression models

and placebo tests suggest that interest more strongly explains

protest participation than collective identity. These results suggest

that previous work which finds collective identity drives protest

mobilization does so because of the measurement conflation of

interest with collective identity.
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TABLE 5 OLS regression results day individual fixed e�ects.

Dependent variable

Interest log
(Interest)

Identity log
(Identity)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Protest Day− 4 −0.188 0.006 −0.342 −0.023

(0.622) (0.037) (0.826) (0.118)

Protest Day− 3 0.630 0.034 0.106 0.032

(0.636) (0.038) (0.844) (0.120)

Protest Day− 2 0.829 0.060 1.254 0.256∗∗

(0.619) (0.037) (0.823) (0.117)

Protest Day− 1 1.184∗ 0.099∗∗∗ −1.328∗ −0.045

(0.607) (0.036) (0.806) (0.115)

Protest Day 6.735∗∗∗ 0.432∗∗∗ 1.599∗∗ 0.517∗∗∗

(0.569) (0.034) (0.755) (0.108)

Protest Day + 1 10.002∗∗∗ 0.590∗∗∗ 0.838 0.622∗∗∗

(0.537) (0.032) (0.713) (0.102)

Protest Day + 2 3.440∗∗∗ 0.194∗∗∗ −0.797 0.116

(0.575) (0.034) (0.764) (0.109)

Protest Day + 3 1.562∗∗∗ 0.121∗∗∗ −0.538 0.127

(0.578) (0.034) (0.767) (0.109)

Protest Day + 4 1.549∗∗∗ 0.122∗∗∗ 1.060 0.207∗

(0.581) (0.035) (0.771) (0.110)

Observations 165,301 165,301 165,301 165,301

R2 0.003 0.003 0.0001 0.0004

Adjusted R2 −0.015 −0.015 −0.019 −0.018

F Statistic

df = 9; 162280

57.766∗∗∗ 60.314∗∗∗ 1.626 7.609∗∗∗

∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

6. Discussion

Several features of this paper’s research design could explain

this provocative result. One is the unique nature of the 2020 Black

Lives Matter protests. Extensive news media coverage of racial

injustice and policy brutality drove strong interest in the protests,

so collective identity was not needed to mobilize participation in

protests. In addition, if individuals from a group frequently protest

and collective identity drives their protest, then when members of

other groups join a protest it is more likely due to interest than

the new participants’ sense of collective identity. In other words,

2020 was not the first time, even recently, that Black Americans had

protested police brutality; it is the first time in a long time they were

joined by large numbers of individuals from other racial groups

(Fisher, 2020; Fisher and Rouse, 2022).

The operationalization of collective identity and interest may

also partially explain this paper’s findings. Interest is assumed to

reflect Twitter users’ discussion of certain topics. This paper’s topic

model uses a dimension reduction technique, the authors inferred

TABLE 6 APEs for logit model with daily fixed e�ects.

Identity 1.4∗ 2.1∗∗

(0.7) (0.7)

Interest 9.1∗∗∗ 9.2∗∗∗

(1.4) (1.4)

Chicago −5.5∗∗∗ −5.4∗∗∗ −5.5∗∗∗

(1.3) (1.3) (1.3)

Houston −6.0∗∗∗ −5.8∗∗∗ −5.9∗∗∗

(1.5) (1.5) (1.5)

Observations 17,782 17,782 17,782

∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Note: The model was estimated using a probit instead of a logit and with various interaction

terms to test for the validity of pooling—the results remained consistent. In addition the data

is truncated to only include individuals who tweet during more than 3,5, and 7 protests and

the results do not change significantly.

the topic of the dimensions, and then an account was determined to

have interest based on tweets containing at least one of four topics.

The results could therefore be driven by the authors’ inference of

interest as opposed to tweet authors’ true interest. For example, it is

possible that the interest topics reflect accounts’ sense of perceived

injustice, outrage, or other feelings that motivate action more than

interest (Pearlman, 2018). Collective identity is then determined

from the percent of pronouns that are first-person plural in the

interest topics. This measurement is direct but identity is often a

latent attribute of an individual, so the use of these pronouns may

not mean that an author merges their identity with a collective’s.

Despite these limitations, these results build on previous

quantitative, non-social media research into identity and collective

action in several ways. Collective identity is salient during

the mobilization process in authoritarian settings (Pfaff, 1996;

Pearlman, 2018). This contrast with the 2020 BLMprotests suggests

that identity may be less salient in settings where citizens have other

means of organizing. In settings such as the United States, identity

may therefore not be an axis on which to build boundary-spanning

movements (Wang et al., 2018). The difficulty of mobilizing around

identity is further heightened when the identity is race and there are

prevailing biases against the group mobilizing (Manekin and Mitts,

2022).

Future research should proceed along three avenues. In order

to further validate the results found in this paper, measuring

interest and collective identity for other social movements should

be performed. Other movements, such as the Yellow Vests in

France, have different contexts and can be used to ascertain the

generality of this paper’s results. The second extension is to include

individuals who did not protest as a baseline in order to measure

differences in the interest and collective identity of those who

protest and those who do not. Third, previous studies show that

identitymotivates changes in online behavior (Munger, 2016; Siegel

and Badaan, 2020; Taylor et al., 2022). This paper’s results suggest

that collective identity is less important in changing offline protest

behavior . Future work should continue to explore the differential

effects of identity.

This paper provides a framework in which to study protest

movements and individual signals of collective action. It enables

the contextualization of much of the previous quantitative work
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FIGURE 2

Changes in interest and identity when protesting. The thick error bars are the 90% confidence interval while the thinner one is 99%. The scales of the

plots are di�erent. The first and second are the coe�cients for the log OLS, while less intuitively interpretable, they reflect a similar trend to the third

and fourth which reflect a percent change in interest or identity. These results visually represent the regression information found in Table 5.

on the subject and takes a step toward unifying it into a unified

conversation.While there is clear future work to be done, this paper

provides a first step in these efforts.
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